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CDM Opens New Branch Office in Richardson, Texas 

CDM Electronics today announced the opening of their new Richardson, Texas facility. The new office 

now serves as CDM’s Midwest and Great Plains regional operating hub from which specialized sales, 

engineering and technical support are provided to CDM customers along with processing DOD 

(Department of Defense) and Defense Supply Center Columbus (DSCC) contracts. CDM’s new facility is 

much larger than their former Plano, TX office, and is comprised of private offices, a fully staffed 

customer service department and conference center. Outfitted with the latest generation of computers, 

communications, and audio video equipment, the space is designed to maximize productivity and 

enhance the CDM customer experience. “Moving to a larger, state-of-the-art facility in Richardson 

underscores our commitment to providing local support and service to our existing customer base, 

along with being prepared for new, future programs,” stated Bill Almon, CDM’s Vice President of Sales 

and Marketing. CDM has a comprehensive offering of interconnect products and Engineered Cable 

Assembly Solutions (ECAS) for the military, aerospace, commercial, telecom, medical, industrial 

automation and robotics sectors. The facility is located at 750 International Parkway, Suite 130, 

Richardson, TX. 

 

About CDM 

For over 25 years, CDM Electronics has delivered interconnect product and engineered cable assembly 

solutions to the world's leading aerospace, military, telecom, automotive, industrial, commercial, and 

alternative energy providers.  Renowned for its unsurpassed levels of customer service and support, the 

company supplies Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) with full lines of standard and specialty 

connectors including circular, Mil-Spec, DIN, power, PROFIBUS, rectangular, and RF interfaces. CDM 

employs documented and controlled systems in its value-added division, which specializes in mission 

critical cable assembly, including RF cable assembly, military cable assembly, power cable assembly, and 

box builds.  The company's ISO and AS9100 Certified headquarters is in Turnersville, NJ. CDM maintains 

a regional office in Richardson, TX. 
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